
SINCE man first noticed the regular
movement of the sun and the stars and
other events that indicated significant
changes in the environment, such as
seasonal winds and rains, the flooding of
rivers, the flowering of trees and plants
and the breeding cycles or migration of
animals and birds, we have wondered
about the passage of time.
Measurement of time started early in
human development from these observa-
tions, which led to the recognition of the
seasons and the divisions of the year.
Time of the day is related to the posi-
tion of the sun in the sky. There is dawn,
sunrise, early morning, morning, mid
morning, noon, afternoon, late after-
noon, evening, sunset, dusk, night and
midnight.
Then there are years, months and
weeks, based on Earth’s yearly orbit
around the sun and the changing sea-
sons.
Time is a way to measure, compare or
describe different kinds of motions.
We record time with clocks and calen-
dars as a way to keep track of events.
In mathematics, the three key features
of time are that it places events in se-
quence and it specifies how long an
event lasts and when it occurs.

MEASURING TIME
Whether time is real or not, its measur-
ing has become vital to our lives. Over
the centuries people have come up with
some creative methods of time keeping,
from the most basic sundials to the
caesium-powered atomic clocks of today.
● CANDLES were used to mark the
passage of time from one event to anoth-
er, rather than tell the time of day. Ho-
wever, the rate of a candle burning is
subject to draughts and the quality of
the wax and therefore not an accurate
means of keeping time.
● A SUNDIAL works by tracking the
sun’s movement. A blade casts a sha-
dow that points to a marked number

on the sundial’s face. Of course, a

sundial could not tell the time on a
cloudy day or at night. It is also
inaccurate because the sun is at diffe-
rent angles at different times of the year
and hours are longer or shorter, depend-
ing on the season.
● THE SANDGLASS is made up of two
glass bulbs – one atop the other – with a
narrow opening between. Sand runs
from the top bulb into the bottom when
the hourglass is upended. When the top
bulb empties, time is up.
●WATER CLOCKS were among the first
devices that didn’t use the sun or stars
to calculate time, meaning they could be
used at any time of the day. They work
by measuring water that drips from one
container to the other.
●MECHANICAL CLOCKS that ran on a
system of weights and springs began to
be made during the 1300s. With the
development of springs, clocks with hour
hands began to appear and, later, once
the pendulum was refined, another hand
was added to keep track of minutes.
However these early timepieces were
inaccurate. The Quartz and Atomic
clocks used today are far more accurate.
● CALENDARS are based on the tally-
ing of days and months in connection to
the position of the sun and moon. Diffe-
rent cultures use different methods. In
the Gregorian calendar the one in most
common use today, a day is the time
from one sunrise to the next, or one
complete rotation of Earth on its axis. A
month is about 29.5 days, which is one
complete cycle of the moon’s phases, and
a year is 364.24 days, the time it takes for
the earth to orbit the sun.

Time has played a central role inmathematics from its
beginning, yet it remains one of themost mysterious
aspects of the world in whichwe live

Shaken, rattled, rocked
WINDOWS rattled, floors rocked and
roofs were shaken last week in
Victoria when the state’s biggest
earthquake for more than a century
hit.
It struck just before 9pm on

Tuesday night, lasting up to 20
seconds in some areas.
Seismologists recorded the quake,

almost 10km deep, as a magnitude
5.3 earthquake. Its epicentre was
between Trafalgar and Moe in the
south-east. There were no major
reports of damage or injuries.

Stars of Snow White
IF YOU were in Sydney last week you
may have caught a glimpse of
Hollywood star Kristen Stewart and
Australian actor Chris Hemsworth
being trailed by screaming teenagers
as they checked out Sydney’s
favourite sites.
Twilight star Stewart and Avengers

superhero Hemsworth were in the
city to promote their latest film,
Snow White and the Huntsman,
which opened
around
Australia last
Thursday.
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GO ONLINE by visiting your
newspaper’s website. You’ll find the
address on the front page. Look for
the NiE logo at the top of the page
and click. This will link you to APN’s
NiE webpage.

Time and time again
THIS week’s activities will have you
spending more time on time. Find out
how many sayings use the word,
time, and learn more about how time
is measured when you join us online.
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Who was the winner
in the first season

of the Australian reality TV
show, The Voice?
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QUIZ TIME
Each week we will
test your knowledge
on what’s been
happening in the
news. For the
answers visit NiE
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Which major tennis
championship is

being played out over the
next two weeks?

3

What reality
television show did

Johnny Ruffo win?

2
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